ABSTRACT Most of existing studies on software fault diagnosis, no matter spectrum-based or model-based, are applied and evaluated in a single-fault and multi-fault context. Their diagnosis accuracy is mainly affected by similar coverage information, fault masking, and fault propagation. To accommodate these disadvantages, we incorporate probabilistic reasoning into model-based diagnosis to figure out the root cause of failures by computing and ranking diagnosis candidates. In doing so, the program is first modeled as an Infection Graph (IG) obtained by analyzing both dynamic control flow dependences between basic blocks and the relevant data dependences among these basic blocks. On the IG model, a logical reasoning algorithm is introduced to deduce the diagnosis candidates, and the probabilistic reasoning is finally used to distinguish the most suspicious diagnosis candidates. When comparing accuracy and time efficacy, the experimental results indicate that our approach is better than Tarantula, Ochiai and BARINEL in both single-fault and multiple-fault context, even the program size changes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic software fault diagnosis aims at reducing the debugging effort through pinpointing the root cause of failures. Good examples are the available Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) techniques such as Tarantula, Ochiai et al. [1] - [8] , which translate the runtime code coverage information into passed/failed program spectra and contrast them to evaluate the risks of different program entities (e.g., statements, branches, paths, basic blocks, etc..). SBFL has received a lot of attention due to its simplicity, less timecost and effectiveness. However, existing empirical studies also pointed out that the faults, which executed both by passed and failed executions, are hard for SBFL to locate effectively [9] , [10] . SBFL does not explicitly distinguish the different degree in definiteness between the information associated with the failed runs and the passed runs, so it may not precisely point out the faulty positions in a program
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Claudio Ardagna. that yields similar coverage information. To tolerate similar coverage information, some researchers have achieved encouraging results by introducing probabilistic graph models as well as probabilistic reasoning to deduce the root cause [11] - [14] . However, there still exist various cases that can degrade the above-mentioned probabilistic approaches because of the great uncertainty associated with multi-fault programs. Steimann [15] emphasized that one threat to multifault diagnosis is the uncertain fault masking -namely one fault may mask another fault in that it causes the other fault cannot be figured out easily (as is also shown in the motivating example in Section II).
To reason about uncertain behaviors of multi-fault programs, Abreu proposed a software diagnosis approach BARINEL, which advanced multi-fault localization with statement level coverage [16] . Under BARINEL's work, this paper exploits the connections of actual dependences between statements/blocks instead of execution patterns at the statement level, and propose a novel multi-fault diagnosis technique IGADER (Infection Graph Aided DiagnosER), which consists of IG model component for learning uncertain program behavior, and reasoning component for checking conflicts with the IG model to generate diagnosis candidates and ranking them through probabilistic reasoning. In the creation of IG model, the statements of a faulty program are firstly partitioned into a set of basic blocks, where each basic block consists of some program statements that will share the same execution count in any execution. Then, the control flow information of program executions is dynamically analyzed to obtain a Control Flow Graph (CFG), and the data flow information of the program among these basic blocks is added to the CFG by dynamically analysis to generate an extended CFG. Finally, the extended CFG is transformed into our IG model by introducing the notion of infection connection. When reasoning, a low-cost and heuristic minimal hitting set algorithm is first applied to derive diagnosis candidates from the IG model and failed program runs. Next, a novel probabilistic reasoning is proposed to evaluate the suspiciousness of diagnosis candidates, then to generate a ranking of these diagnosis candidates for locating the faulty statements.
To the best of our knowledge, IG has not been described before. The contributions that IGADER makes are as follows: 1) to reduce the adverse effect of uncertainty in multifault programs, we propose an IG model to describe the infection chain of a program. 2) upon an IG model, we propose a new probabilistic reasoning to handle multi-fault programs with similar coverage information. 3) to validate IGADER approach, extensive experiments have been performed on the well-known Siemens benchmark and larger programs space and grep. By comparison, IGADER approach is more effective in fault localization than BARINEL, Tarantula and Ochiai. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we illustrate the great uncertainty of multi-fault programs with a motivating example. In Section III, we move on to review the BARINEL framework that performs well on programs with multiple faults. In Section IV, we discuss the IG model of a faulty program, and present our IGADER framework. In Section V, we reveal the CFG and the extend CFG of a program and show that how to transform an extended CFG into our IG model. In Section VI, we discuss the logical reasoning and probabilistic reasoning to compute and rank diagnosis candidates. In Section VII, the real programs with manuallyseeded faults (Siemens benchmark, space and grep programs) are used to assess the capabilities of different techniques in both single-fault and multiple-fault context. Related work is discussed in Section VIII, and conclusion and future work are mentioned in Section IX.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
To illustrate the uncertain behaviors of real software with multiple faults, we consider an example program mid() shown in Table 1 . The program takes three inputs and defines one decision variable m by function f() that returns a value based on its input variable. There are two faults in mid(): one at statement s 3 and the other at statement s 5 . To the right of the codes is a test suite with six test cases. For each column of test case t i , its input is shown at the top, its pass/fail status is shown at the bottom ('P' denotes a passed test case, and 'F' denotes a failed test case), and the middle describes the runtime coverage information, where a black dot is placed at the intersection of a statement row and the column if that statement is executed by t j . All failed test cases are marked in yellow.
A basic block b i = {s j , . . . , s k } is a linear sequence of program statements having one entry point (the first statement executed) and one exit point (the last statement executed), and all statements in a basic block share the same coverage information. The number of branch statements of a program decides the number of basic blocks. For example, as shown Table 1 , the five ''if'' statements divide these codes excerpt into ten basic blocks b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b 10 .
According to the code coverage information in Table 1 , we explain that what might severely degrade the effectiveness of available techniques as follows:
1) SIMILAR COVERAGE INFORMATION
SBFL techniques locate faults by comparing coverage information produced by passed and failed test cases. One case of similar statement coverage is coincidental correctness. VOLUME 7, 2019 As shown in Table 1 , statements s 3 and s 5 are coincidentally correct in that test case t 2 produces a passed run but it also executes the faulty statement s 3 and s 5 . Another manifestation of similar statement coverage is that identical spectrum fragment produced by two or more test cases. For example, the coverage information of the passed run t 2 is exactly the same with the coverage information of the failed run t 5 , leading to the difficulty in distinguishing the suspiciousness of executed statements.
2) UNCERTAIN FAULT PROPAGATION
Statements highlighted in red are used as an example to explain the uncertain fault propagation. In control flow, according to the conditional of the 'if' statement at s 5 , the fault at s 5 would be propagated to statement s 6 or s 7 . The suspiciousness of s 6 , which calculates by Tarantula and Ochiai, is higher than s 5 . That is because of the fault propagation from s 5 to s 6 , which makes s 6 more suspicious than s 5 . Moreover, since the propagation from s 5 to s 7 is not faulty, the suspiciousness of s 7 is very lower than s 5 . Such propagations explain that the fault propagation in real software can go through control or data flows, and any executed statement might be erroneously suspected because the way that the real culprit infects others is theoretically undetermined. So faulty propagation makes that false negative is alarmed, which means that a statement is executed in a failed program run and diagnosed as the most suspicious, but in fact it is not the root cause.
3) FAULT MASKING
Fault masking means namely one fault may mask another fault, which always exists in multi-fault programs and degrades the diagnostic accuracy. Also, it happens in our running example in Table 1 that one fault severely hampers the localization of the other. When we assumed that statement s 3 would be correct, then the test case t 6 would be a passed test case. In such case, the suspiciousness of s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s 13 with Tarantula would be 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.71, 0.83, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, and 0.50. Obviously, the suspiciousness of s 5 (0.71) with the assumption is higher than the value of s 5 (0.50) shown in Table 1 . Because of fault masking, the faulty statement s 3 prevents s 5 from being found, and makes the suspiciousness of s 5 reduced by 0.21.
Available probabilistic approaches applied traditional Bayesian reasoning and did tolerate such adverse effects to some extent but not always well. So does BARINEL: its diagnosis candidates are sorted by Bayesian reasoning in descending order as {s 6 , s 11 }, {s 5 , s 11 }, {s 6 , s 9 }, {s 1 }, {s 2 }, {s 3 }, {s 4 }, {s 5 , s 9 } and {s 13 }. With such a diagnosis, we need examine and exclude the top diagnosis candidates before figuring out one real culprit in {s 5 }, while identifying the other one requires the examination of six candidates. Poor performance of BARINEL is caused by reasoning over shadow causality -namely each statement executed by a failed test case might propagate its fault to others; for example, the fault on statement s 3 has propagated its erroneous assignment to m along a data flow towards statement s 13 , so all executed statements are skeptically assumed incorrect. Such skeptical assumption can equate the suspiciousness of statements in failed program runs but may underestimate the real role of some executed statements that contribute to an individual fault propagation.
To advance probabilistic reasoning approach for multifault diagnosis, we exploit the runtime dependences between blocks instead of executed statement. Such dependences capture the structural and behavioral causality that really existed in runtime control and data flows while exonerating some innocent statements. Such causality is obviously deeper than that from statement coverage, and a deep diagnostic model and its inference framework is certainly required for dealing with multi-fault programs. The dependences are rephrased as infection graph, and the approach is coined IGADER, which features IG model and two-stage reasoning. The logical reasoning of IGADER at the first stage is the implement of model-based diagnosis, which is inherently suitable for multiple faults, and can deal with the disadvantages caused by fault masking. The second stage is the probabilistic reasoning which applies Bayesian theory and aims at resolving the negative effect of similar coverage information.
III. BARINEL FRAMEWORK FOR MULTIPLE FAULTS
In this section, we briefly discuss the BARINEL framework that can perform well on multi-fault programs. BARINEL is the name of the software implementation of a probabilistic method for multi-fault diagnosis proposed in [16] , which applies Reiter's consistency-based diagnosis to software faults.
In Reiter's formulation [17] , a diagnostic system is defined as a triple (SD, COMPS, OBS), where SD denotes the system description that logically describes the structural and behavior of the system under diagnosis, COMPS = {c 1 , . . . , c m } denotes a set of components consisting of SD, and OBS is a set of observations that measure the values of the observable points in SD. A conflict set for (SD, COMPS, OBS) is defined as a set {c 1 , . . . , c m } ⊆ COMPS, such that SD ∪ OBS ∪ {¬ab(c 1 ), . . . , ¬ ab(c m )} is inconsistent, where predicate ab(c i ) is used to assert whether a component works abnormally. A diagnostic candidate for (SD, COMPS, OBS), is a minimal set ⊆ COMPS, such that SD ∪ OBS ∪ {¬ab(c)
In application to software fault diagnosis, a diagnostic system of a buggy program is also defined as (SD, COMPS, OBS), where SD is the structural and behavioral model of the buggy program, COMPS = {c 1 , . . . , c m } is a set of components that represents statements, expressions, or dependences in the program, and OBS consists of passed and failed program spectra that abstract the run-time coverage information produced by test cases.
In BARINEL, an observation-based behavioral model is treated as SD of software program, each statement is taken as a component of COMPS, and OBS includes program spectra of statements and pass/fail information. In BARINEL, let N be the number of test cases and M be the number of components, a program spectrum is expressed in terms of the N *M activity matrix A in which each row A i * encodes the set obs i ∈ OBS in a binary form. An element a ij is equal to 1 if statement s j was observed to be involved in the execution of test case t i , and 0 otherwise. The pass/fail information is stored in a vector e, the error vector, where e i signified whether test case t i has passed (e i = 0) or failed (e i = 1). As an example, for the program shown in Table 1 , its OBS of BARINEL is given in Table 2 A diagnosis candidate of a faulty program is characterized by a set of assumptions that cannot hold simultaneously. Since every candidate must explain every conflict, each set representing a diagnosis candidate must have a non-empty intersection with every other conflict set. A diagnosis candidate in BARINEL is also defined as a minimal set ⊆ COMPS, such that SD ∪ OBS ∪ {¬ab(s i ) |s i ∈COMPS -} is consistent. For the above-mentioned two conflict sets, their diagnosis candidates can be {s 1 }, {s 2 }, {s 3 }, {s 4 }, {s 5 , s 9 }, {s 5 , s 11 }, {s 6 , s 9 }, {s 6 , s 11 }, and {s 13 }.
Finally, BARINEL ranks these candidates by probabilistic reasoning. Let p j = 1/M denote the prior probability that a component c j is at fault. When assuming that components fail independently, the prior probability for a particular diagnosis candidate C K is defined as
For OBS, the posterior probability of a diagnosis candidate can be defined as
The denominator Pr(obs i ) is a normalizing term that is identical for any diagnosis candidate, thus, it needs not be computed directly. Pr(obs i |C K ) is calculated by using the goodness of a component, g j , is the probability that a component c j , under OBS of a diagnosis system, exhibits normal behavior. g j can be defined as
Thus Pr(obs i |C K ) can be defined as
By BARINEL's probabilistic reasoning, the abovementioned diagnosis candidates are ranked in descending order as {s 6 , s 11 }, {s 5 , s 11 }, {s 6 , s 9 }, {s 1 }, {s 2 }, {s 3 }, {s 4 }, {s 5 , s 9 } and {s 13 }.
Unlike BARINEL's model, we use the dependences in control flow and data flow among basic blocks to build an IG model that consists of nodes representing dependences and links representing infection connections. Next, we will discuss the construction of IG model.
IV. APPROACH DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first give the definition of IG model, then discuss that how to build IG model and how to do reasoning on IG model to locate software faults.
Since a fault can propagate through executed program entities, such as statements, basic blocks, and dependences, etc., the cause of such fault is identified by inferring how the fault propagates to other program entities. The present paper works on the fault propagation over dependences between basic blocks, which is defined as infection.
Definition 1 (Infection Node): An infection node denotes a control or data dependence between two basic blocks that are involved in the fault propagation.
Definition 2 (Infection Connection): An infection connection denotes the fault propagation between two given infection nodes, referring to that one dependence may infect the other.
In particular, for a dependence between two basic blocks 
Definition 6: A diagnosis report C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C K } is a totally rank-ordered set such that every Pr(C i ) ≥ Pr(C j ) (1 ≤ i<j≤ K ) holds if the suspiciousness Pr(C i ) of C i is equal or greater than the suspiciousness Pr(C j ) of C j .
It is worthy to note that IGADER is not a superficial counterpart of BARINEL setting up with basic blocks. To understand its uniqueness, we think that BARINEL's model is built upon basic blocks. Thus, consistency-based check would be applied with basic blocks executed by a failed test case. We again take the mid() program in Table 1 as an example to compare these approaches in terms of rank-ordered diagnosis.
In doing so, we use the probabilistic reasoning of BARINEL to rank diagnosis candidates, and the results are shown as followed:
1) BARINEL: {s 6 , s 11 }, {s 5 , s 11 }, {s 6 , s 9 }, {s 1 }, {s 2 }, {s 3 }, {s 4 }, {s 5 , s 9 } and {s 13 }.
2) BARINEL With Basic Blocks: 3 , b 6 }, {b 1 }, {b 2 , b 6 }, and {b 10 }.
3) IGADER:
Provide with such rankings, BARINEL needs check six candidates (nine statements, where s 6 and s 11 checked twice) to find the faulty statements s 3 and s 5 . For BARINEL with basic blocks, four diagnosis candidates (nine statements, where s 6 and s 11 checked twice) are checked to find the fault statements, where s 3 ∈ b 1 and s 5 ∈ b 2 , while IGADER exams one diagnosis candidate to find the faulty nodes d 4 and d 5 . As proofed in Proposition 4 (mentioned in section IV), the basic block b 1 and b 2 should be responded for d 4 and d 5 , respectively. Thus, IGADER needs to check five statements (four statements from b 1 , one from b 2 ) to figure out the faulty ones. In point IGADER is unique in that it works on the control and data dependences. Figure 1 describes how IGADER is used to diagnose software faults through modeling and reasoning. There are four steps for Modeling: 1) running a diagnostic program with its test cases; 2) while running the program with failed test cases, by control flow analysis, collecting the control dependences among basic blocks to build a CFG; 3) doing data flow analysis on the CFG to generate the data dependences among basic blocks, and then describing such data dependences on the CFG to convert it into an extended CFG; 4) transforming an extended CFG into an IG model by introducing the idea of infection connection. There are three steps in inference: 1) generating conflict sets by consistency checking the IG model and testing results; 2) using hitting set algorithm to calculate the diagnosis candidates of conflict sets; 3) applying probabilistic reasoning to rank the suspiciousness of diagnosis candidates with the runtime coverage information.
77120 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The CFG of the example codes shown in Table 1 .
V. MODELING
In this section, we will describe the procedure of modeling shown in Figure 1 in detail.
A. CONTROL FLOW GRAPH
A CFG is a directed graph in which the nodes represent basic blocks and the edges represent control flow paths. CFG is produced by control flow analysis. In this paper, CFG can be described as a directed graph G= <N , E>, where N (G) is a set of nodes such that each node represents a basic block executed by a failed test case in a program, E(G) is a set of directed edges such that each edge represents a control blockdependence. The control block-dependence can be generated by analyzing the program dynamically or statically. Static analysis is done at compile time and conservatively consider all possible dependences of the program, while dynamic analysis is done at run-time with program runs where only a fraction of static dependencies are executed. Further, dynamic analysis can be done in various ways according to the program runs, such as using only failed program runs, or using only passed program runs, or using all failed and passed program runs, or using part of failed and passed program runs. In this paper, to build a CFG, only failed test cases are used to generate dependences for reducing the size of CFG. For the mid() program shown in Table 1 , there are eleven control block-dependences analyzed with all passed and failed test cases. But, while using the failed test cases, since the basic blocks b 4 , b 5 , b 7 , and b 9 are not referred to any failed test case, there are only six control block-dependences in the CFG. As shown in Figure 2 , each ellipse represents a basic block and each directed edge represents a dynamic control block-dependence connecting two basic blocks. We use thick border to highlight b 1 and b 2 because they contain the faults.
Definition 8 (Path Set): Given a CFG, for each node b i , a set of nodes from the root node to b i would be denoted as a path set π.
Since there may be more than one path set from the root node to b i , π (b i ) would be a set of path sets. When it comes to CFG in Table 4, to detect that whether there is intervening assignment from basic block b j to b i .
B. DATA FLOW ANALYSIS ON THE CFG
Data flow analysis is a technique for gathering information about the possible set of values defined and used at various points in a program, thus finding data dependences between variables. In this study, data flow analysis is introduced to generate an extended CFG that better describes the structure and behavior of the faulty program. When analyzing the program with data flow, the data block-dependences can be generated by static data flow analysis based on the runtime CFG, such static analysis would be more low-cost than analyzing the whole program. Since the CFG is obtained while running the program, thus both analyses are similar as the data block-dependences exist between program variables executed by failed test cases. Such extended CFG is also defined as a directed graph G = <N , E>, where N (G) is a set of nodes such that each node represents a basic block in a program executed by a failed test case, E(G) is a set of directed edges such that each edge represents a control block-dependence or a data block-dependence.
Definition 9 (Data Block-Dependence): For any two basic blocks b i and b j , if a variable x is defined or assigned in statement s k ∈ b i , used in statement s h ∈ b j , and x is not redefined or reassigned from s k to s h , we say that (b i , b j ) is a data block-dependence.
An easy way to perform data flow analysis is to set up dataflow equation. For any node in the CFG, its data-flow equation is used to obtain the associated data block-dependences. The data flow equation of a basic block b can be defined as:
In this, trans is the transfer function of a basic block b. It works on the entry state in(b), yielding the exit state out(b). Both the entry state and the exit state are a set of variables associated with the basic block b. For example, as shown in Table 1 For the CFG of mid() shown in Table 4 , its extended CFG is given in the left part of Table 5 , where each node represents a basic block, and each dashed edge represents a data blockdependence as well as each solid edge is for a control blockdependence. The right part of Table 5 
C. INFECTION GRAPH
In this section, we will discuss how to transform an extended CFG into an IG model that aims at conflict checking with infection nodes (dependences).
Algorithm II formally depicts the procedure of transforming, where the input is a directed graph G (extended CFG) and the output is a directed acyclic graph G'(IG model). The initialization is done at line 1. Lines 2-4 means that any edge ( 
Algorithm 1 Data Analysis
Input: π (b i ), in(b i ) and out(b i ) Output: R(b i ) 1. for each variable x ∈ in(b i ) do 2. for each π ∈ π (b i )do 3. trace back π from b i until finding a b j satisfied x ∈ out(b j ); 4. R = R∪ {b j }; 5. end for 6. end for 7. returnR(b i ) Algorithm 2 Translate Input: G (extended CFG) Output: G (Infection Graph) 1. N (G ) = {start, end}; E(G ) = ∅; 2. for each edge d k = (b i , b j ) ∈ E(G) do 3. N (G ) = N (G )∪ {d k }; 4. end for 5. for any d l , d k ∈ N (G ) do 6. if d k .left = d l .right then 7. E(G ) = E(G )∪ {(d l , d k )}; 8. end if 9. if no d l ∈ N (G ) satisfied d k .left = d l .right then 10. E(G ) = E(G )∪ {(start, d k )}; 11. end if 12. if no d l ∈ N (G ) satisfied d l .left = d k .right then 13. E(G ) = E(G )∪ {(end, d k )}
VI. REASONING ON IG MODE
In this section we present the reasoning procedure as described in Figure 1 , which is carried out in three steps: initializing conflict set, computing diagnosis candidates, and ranking diagnosis candidates.
A. CONFLICT CHECKING
The consistency-based software diagnosis approach, proposed by Abreu [18] , thinks of a failed run as a conflicta conjunction of conflicting statements. The extension we create is to detect conflicts and to make diagnosis at the level of dependency relationship instead of statements. Next, we formalize some basic properties of conflicting control and data dependencies in a failed run, which theoretically ensure a stronger conflict set to derive better diagnosis. To prove these properties, we must introduce notations to characterize the meaning of statements or basic blocks, and notations to assert whether their behaviors in a program run are faulty or not.
Like the description of data flow equation mentioned in Section V), we understand the meaning of a program entity ε i (representing statement s i or basic block b i ) by what inputs it receives and what outputs it yields, formally characterized by the transfer function of ε i as follows:
where Cin(ε i ) and Din(ε i ) represent the input state sets, while Cout(ε i ) and Dout(ε i ) denote the output state sets.
In particular, Din(ε i ) and Dout(ε i ) are associated with the data flow involving ε i , defined by variables and their values, respectively representing variables used by ε i , and defined by ε i . Whereas in the control flow, Cin(ε i ) and Cout(ε i ) are associated with the conditional statement ε i , also defined by variables and their values, respectively representing used variables, and the result of the condition (true or false). Moreover, the meaning of any dependency between program entities ε i and ε j can be formally described by the join function:
which links an output variable of ε i with an input of ε j : 1) For a data dependency
is assumed to represent execution of the true branch whereas x =out 2 is assumed to represent execution of the false branch. With the trans and join notations, we can characterize the meaning of any block also. By definition, a basic block is a sequence of statements, in terms of Backus Naur Form (BNF), thus, a basic block can be characterized as Next, we propose some propositions about the behaviors of a statement/basic block in order to derive a conflict set and to make consistency-based diagnosis. To prove these propositions, predicate ab(ε i ) is used to assert that a program entity ε i works abnormally, predicate ok.x is used to assert that a variable x is in a healthy state -x's observed value (denoted as result(x)) equals to its expected value (denoted as value(x)). Predicate ok is also used to assert that all variables in program entity ε i are healthy, formally ok.in(ε i ) ⇔ {ok.in j Table 1 
∧ ok.out(s m+n ), 1≤ l≤ m, m≤ l'≤ m + n. Obviously contradiction is raised again.
Obviously, they are consistent with ¬ab(d x ).
Putting them together, we can conclude that Proof: Since d x may be a control dependency or a data dependency, we consider two cases: 
Proof: We consider two cases of d x and then prove that
In both cases, by ¬ab(b i ), ok.out(b i ) holds, so ok.x is true. Also, by ¬ab(b j ), ok.in(b j ) holds, so result(x) = value(x). By ab(d x ), d x is an incorrect data block dependency, so result(x) =value(x). Contradiction! Also, we argue that IGADER-conflicts are stronger than BARINEL-conflicts.
Proposition 3: Let S(t n ) ={s 1 , . . . , s m } be the statements executed by a failed test case t n , D(t n ) = {d 1 , . . . , d j } be the infection nodes executed by t n , if {¬ab(d k ) |∀d k ∈ D(t n )} is an IGADER-conflict then {¬ab(s l ) |∀s l ∈ S(t n )} is a BARINEL-conflict, but the reverse is not true.
Proof: First, we prove that the implication is true. If {¬ab(d k ) |∀d k ∈ D(t n )} is an IGADER-conflict, as provided in Proposition 2 and Corollary 2, we have the logical
Next, we prove that the reverse does not hold.
That is to say, {¬ab(s i ) |∀s i ∈ S(t n )} holds, leading to a BARINEL-conflict. However, it cannot be concluded that {¬ab Next, we will further discuss how to deal with these conflict sets to figure out the faults at nodes d 4 and d 5 .
B. HITTING SET COMPUTATION
We use an ultra-low-cost heuristic MHS algorithm called STACCATO (STAtistiCs-direCted minimal hiTting set algorithm [18] to extract only the significant set of multiple-fault candidates, avoiding the needless generation of a possibly exponential number of diagnostic candidates. This feature, which has been validated by Abreu [16] , allows Bayesian reasoning approach to be applied to real-world programs without any problem.
Model-based reasoning approaches yield a diagnosis report that comprises multiple candidates (e.g., {d 2 
C. RANKING DIAGNOSIS CANDIDATES
As mentioned earlier, the diagnosis candidates generated by heuristic MHS algorithm are high-efficiency, especially for multiple faults. Despite that such algorithm can reduce the number of diagnosis candidates, the resulting candidates are not equally probable. Thus, BARINAL applied a probabilistic reasoning over goodness to rank diagnosis candidates (as described in Section II), but when running the programs with test suites in our experiments, we often find that most diagnosis candidates have the same suspiciousness. It may be caused by lots of passed case tests in the test case pool of a program. To overcome such defects, we update the posterior probability of each candidate by using Bayesian theory with OBS × and OBS √ , where obs j ∈OBS √ denotes that t j is a passed test case, whereas t j is a failed test case with obs j ∈OBS × , while obs j corresponding to the observation information of test case t j .
As mentioned in Definition 6, C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } is denoted as the diagnosis report consisting of a set of diagnosis candidates. For each candidate C k , its suspiciousness depends on to what extent C k can explain all observations OBS. Let p denote the probability that an infection node d j is faulty. In absence of any observation, we assume that infection nodes fail independently, and the priori suspiciousness of C k is defined as Pr(
where n is the total number of infection nodes in an IG model. Note that p's value is typically dependent on factors such as code complexity, design, etc., next we will simply assume p =0.01.
To compute the posterior suspiciousness that C k is the root diagnosis result given all observations OBS, two equations are proposed. Firstly, for OBS × , the suspicious probability of C k can be defined as:
while the equation to update the suspicious probability of C k calculated by OBS × with OBS √ can be defined as:
Since the denominator Pr(OBS × ) and Pr(OBS √ ) of the two equations above is a normalizing term that is identical for all C k , Pr(OBS × ) and Pr(OBS √ ) do not need to be computed directly. Moreover, Pr(OBS × |C k ) and Pr(OBS √ |C k ) are defined as followed:
where (d i ∩ t j ) = 1 represents that an infection node d i is referred to a test case t j , otherwise, (d i ∩ t j ) = 0. T f is the number of failed test cases, and T p is the number of passed test cases. Pr(OBS × |C k ) represents the degree that C k can explain the failed test cases, and Pr(OBS √ |C k ) is for the passed test cases.
After ranking these diagnosis candidates generated in section B of section VI, we have the ranking as followed: {d 4 Table 1 .
VII. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we evaluate the diagnostic capabilities and efficiency of the diagnosis techniques for real programs. The well-known Siemens benchmark (replace, schedule, schedule2, tcas, print_tokens, print_tokens2, and tot-info) and two larger programs (space and grep) are chosen as the evaluation subjects, because they are accessible to the public via http://sir.unl.edu and are often used to measure the effectiveness of fault diagnosis techniques. From the left to the right column, Table 5 provides the program names, the number of original versions available, the number of single-fault (twofault or three-fault) versions used, the lines of codes, the number of test cases, and a short description for each subject.
In Table 5 , some original versions are discarded in our experiments because they do not yield any valid results and are not supported by consistency-based diagnosis. Therefore, 7 original versions for Siemens benchmark are discarded, among them two come from print_tokens, two from replace, two from tcas, and one from schedule2. Besides, 3 original versions of space and 6 original versions of grep are discarded when scaling up experiments to larger programs.
In Table 5 , the multi-fault versions of the subjects in the experiments are from Abreu's software benchmark. They extended the Siemens benchmark to accommodate multifault diagnosis. In doing so, several single-fault versions were combined to generate a multiple fault version, in which faults are selectively activated via conditional compilation. But some combined versions do not yield true multi-fault, thus when choosing faults available in multi-versions: 1) we only consider the case that the multi-fault version yields at least one failed test case while combing several faults in single-fault versions; 2) the faults in single-fault versions have the same statement location would not be combined into a multifault version. With these concerns, some faults were discarded in multi-versions, and we selected 123 out of the 166 faults when activating these faults. We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++. The coverage information was collected by using the gcov tool, and we conducted the experiments on a computer with Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 2.40GHz and 8.0GB physical memory, running on Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.4 (Linux kernel 2.6.20-8).
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH PERCENTAGE OF CODES
In this section, we evaluate the diagnosis capabilities of IGADER, and compare it with several fault diagnosis techniques in both single-fault and multiple-fault context, especially with the more effective and accurate BARINEL.
As the performance score is a metric popularly used in single-fault experiments of software fault diagnosis, we also use it as the evaluation criterion. The lower bound of each score range indicates the percentage of code that would not need to be examined when the fault is found. Steimann et al. [15] have verified that increasing the number of faults poses its own threats to the validity of evaluations, and pointed out that there would be fake accuracy and fault masking in multiple-fault evaluations as the number of faults increased. Fake accuracy means a fault is more easily detected in multi-fault versions, simply because the density of faults increases. Fault masking means that one fault prevents the detection of another. In present studies, both fake accuracy and fault masking are addressed by employing the performance score as followed:
1) For fake accuracy, we evaluate the diagnosis capabilities of finding the first fault. So, the percentage of the codes that would not need to be examined when the first fault is found is taken as the performance score. For example, if the performance score is 95.5% and there are 1000 executable statements, it means only 45 statements need to be examined (955 statements do not need to be examined). 2) For fault masking, we evaluate the accuracy of finding all faults. So, the percentage of code that would not need to be examined when all faults are found is taken as the performance score. As mentioned in the Section IV, to ascertain that the high effectiveness of IGADER is not caused by using basic blocks, as BAIRNLE did with statements, we use the basic blocks to take the role of statements, which is denoted as BARINEL-BB.
1) SINGLE-FAULT EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we compare IGADER with the wellknown statistics-based techniques (e.g. Tarantula and Ochiai) and the model-based techniques (e.g. BARINEL and BARINEL-BB). In single-fault case, as shown in Table 5 , there are 166 buggy versions. For these versions, their experimental results are picturized in Figure 3 , where a legend is printed to indicate every technique by marks and the connecting line. The horizontal axis (Score) represents the lower bound of each score range. Specially, the Score=100 represents the percentage of code not needed to check is low than 1%. Score=90 represents the percentage of code not needed to check is lower than 99% and higher than 90%, and so on. The greater the score, the fewer statements do not need to be examined before fixing the bugs. The vertical axis (% Faulty Versions) represents the percentage of faulty versions achieving a score greater than or equal to the lower bound. The following techniques are plotted: Ochiai, Tarantula, BARINEL, BARINEL-BB, and IGADER.
As shown in Figure 3 , by checking less 1% codes, 27.11% faulty versions analyzed by IGADER can find the faults, whereas the best case of all others is 21.08%, which comes from BARINEL. To fix all single-fault versions, IGADER needs to check 50% codes, as well as 70% codes are for BARNEL and BARINEL-BB, 80% codes are for Ochiai and 90% codes are for Tarantula. Since model-based diagnosis techniques have inherent advantage for faulty propagation, BARINEL, BARINEL-BB and IGADER outperform Tarantula and Ochiai. Because BARINEL and BARINEL-BB do not consider the structure of program and cannot work well with fault masking, thus it is inferior to IGADER.
2) MULTIPLE-FAULT EXPERIMENT
To estimate the diagnosis capability of IGADER with multifaults programs, this experiment is done with the 117 twofault versions and 113 three-fault versions shown in Table 5 , to compare IGADER with Tarantula, Ochiai, BARINEL, and BARINEL-BB.
In Figure 4 , the percentage of codes that would not need to be examined when the first fault is found is taken as the Score in the horizontal axis. The performance score of any technique at any Score in three-fault versions is better than the data of two-fault versions. For example, at Score=100, 38.46% two-fault versions can be fixed by using IGADER, whereas the value is 43.36% for three-fault versions. The best performances of other techniques at Score=100 are 30.77% in two-fault case and 31.86% in three-fault case. Moreover, for any two-fault version (three-fault version), IGADER needs to check less 50% (40%) codes to find the first fault as well as 60% (50%) codes are for BARNEL and BARNEL-BB, 70% (60%) codes are for Ochiai and 80% (70%) codes are for Tarantula. As compared the data in Figure 4 with in Figure 3 , it can be concluded that any diagnosis technique may produce better performance in multiplefault case than in single-fault case to figure out the first one of faults which simply because the density of faults increases. That also illustrates that as the number of faults increased fake accuracy is a widespread phenomenon in software fault diagnosis. Moreover, Figure 4 displays that IGADER outperforms BARINEL-BB, BARINEL, Tarantula and Ochiai in multifault versions to figure out one fault.
In Figure 5 , the percentage of codes that would not need to be examined when all faults are found is taken as the Score in the horizontal axis. The data of Figure 5 reveals that it is harder and harder to find all faults as the number of faults increased. For example, for the Score=100 in Figure 5 , only 5.98% codes in two-fault versions and 1.77% codes in three-fault versions can be fixed with IGADER, and any faulty version cannot be fixed with any other technique at Score=100 in both two-fault and three-fault versions. Moreover, in two-fault case (in three-fault case), IGADER needs to check less 70% (80%) codes to find all faults, as well as 80% (100%) codes are for BARNEL and BARNEL-BB, 90% (100%) codes are for Ochiai and 80% (100%) codes are for Tarantula. Thus, it can be concluded that IGADER has better diagnosis capability than others to figure out all faults in multi-fault versions, which means that IGADER can deal with fault masking more effectively than Tarantula, Ochiai, BARINEL and BARINEL-BB.
To sum up, according to the results of Figure 3 -5, it can be concluded that IGADER is more accuracy than BARINEL-BB, BARINEL, Ochiai and Tarantula in both single-fault and multi-fault versions. By comparing the results of BARINEL-BB with BARINEL, we find the gap between them is very small, and BARINEL-BB has faint advantage. That is to say, dividing statements into basic blocks does not improve the accuracy dramatically. The high capability of IGADER is not caused by dividing statements into basic blocks but because of introducing the control and data dependencies of the programs.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH THE POSITION OF DIAGNOSIS CANDIDATES
When taking the percentage of codes not checked to find the faults as performance score, when checking diagnosis candidates to find the faults, it will ignore the number of diagnosis candidates checked and the number of repeated statements (blocks or infection nodes). According to the notion of consistency-based diagnosis, it is necessary to check candidates as fewer as possible to find the faults. Thus, in this experiment, we consider employing Effort-First and Effort-All as performance scores. The fewer number of diagnosis candidates checked the performance score will be better. Effort-first is used to evaluate the number of diagnosis candidates needed to be inspected to find the first fault as well as Effort-All is for finding all faults. In this experiment, Effort-First and Effort-All is to calculate the average number of diagnosis candidates inspected of all faulty versions, and can be defined as Effort-first (Effort-all)
where N is the total number of C-fault versions, and M i is the number of diagnosis candidates checked to find the first fault (all faults) of the version i. For example, there are 166 singlefault versions in Table 5 , then the Effort-First in single-fault case is the average number of diagnosis candidates of the 166 versions inspected to find the fault.
To ascertain the performance of the ranking diagnosis candidate techniques used in BARINEL and IGADER, we employ them to rank diagnosis candidates generated by IGADER, BARINEL, and BARINEL-BB, and compare their Effort-fist and Effort-all. In this experiment, the ranking diagnosis candidate technique of BARINEL is named as PR1, and the ranking diagnosis candidate technique developed with IGADER is named as PR2.
The experimental results for C = {1, 2, 3} are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , which plot the Effort-First ( Figure 6 ) and Effort-All (Figure 7) for IGADER, BARINEL, and BARINEL-BB, and takes PR1 and PR2 in the horizontal axis.
As shown in Figure 6 , as the number of faults increased, the Effort-First will rise (the less Effort-First is the better), but according to the results of Figure 4 , the percentage of codes not checked to find the first fault will reduce (the higher percentage is the better). It reveals that a statement (basic block or infection node) may belong to different candidates and would be checked repeatedly before figuring out the fault. Thus, the number of diagnosis candidates checked is an important factor for consistency diagnosis to evaluate the ranking of diagnosis candidates.
By comparing the results in Figure 6 with Figure 7 , no matter with any approach and with any probabilistic reasoning, it can be concluded that IGADER needs to check less than 50 (350) diagnosis candidates to find one fault (all faults). Such a big gap between Effort-First and Effort-All of IGADER is because of fault masking which makes that all faults of a program cannot occur in one diagnosis candidate. Thus, it needs to exam massive candidates to find all faults in some cases.
In Figure 6 and Figure 7 , it can be concluded that IGADER can achieve the best score of Effort-First and Effort-All, no matter with PR1 or PR2 and no matter in single-fault or multi-fault cases. For example, with PR1, we have the EffortFirst scores of IGADER, BARINEL, and BARINEL-BB in single-fault case is 8.63, 29.86, and 18.26. But, when using PR2 to rank the diagnosis candidates, the corresponding Effort-First is 2.31, 11.65, and 7.26. Moreover, it can be found that BARINEL-BB outperforms BAINEL in both single-fault case and multi-fault case, it may be caused by dividing the statements into basic blocks.
A conclusion that we can draw from these results is that IGADER is more effective than Ochiai, Tarantula, BARINEL and BARINEL-BB, and the probabilistic reasoning technique proposed in this paper (PR2) is better than the probabilistic reasoning of BARINEL (PR1).
Putting together all these experimental results of Figure 3 -7, we can conclude that IGADER and BARINEL has inherent advantage for the uncertain problems of the software fault diagnosis no matter in single-fault case and multifault case. Moreover, IGADER, which applies the structure and behavioral model of a program to generate diagnosis candidates, works better than BARINEL.
D. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
Next we discuss the time and space complexity of IGADER, in particular the time aspect comparing with BARINEL and its variance.
1) TIME COMPLEXITY
IGADER's time-cost can be influenced by the number of faults, the size of codes, and the structural behavior of a program. Theoretically the time complexity of IGADER consists of two part: one is O(N *M ), which is the time-cost of ranking the suspicious probabilities of diagnosis candidates; the other is O(M *logM), which is the time complexity of STACCATO algorithm to calculate the diagnosis candidates. M is the number of components (such as statements, basic blocks, or dependencies), and N is the number of test cases. Therefore, the time complexity of IGADER is
We also conducted practical experiments to compare with mainstream techniques the time curve while program size varies. Unlike most techniques, we not only evaluated in the single-fault context, but also in 2-fault and 3-fault context. To have a fair comparison, we collected their elapsed time in the same experimental environment. Since all approaches spend the same runtime to run programs with the test suites, such time-cost is counted out in three studies.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 6 -8, where the columns indicate the programs, the average CPU time (in seconds) of IGADER, BARINEL, and BARINEL-BB respectively. At the bottom of Table 6 -8, ''avg_time'' indicates the average time cost of all programs. Table 6 compares the time complexity for localizing single  fault, while Table 7 is for two faults and Table 8 is for three faults. From the three experiments, it can be concluded IGADER has a great reduction of time in diagnosing space and grep-average 95.78% in 2-fault context and 96.22% in 3-fault context -comparing with BARINEL. While comparing IGADER with BARINEL-BB, the reduction of time is average 43.17% in 2-fault context and 28.52% in 3-fault context. Putting all these results together, it can be concluded that IGADER is less expensive than BARINEL and BARINEL-BB, where BARINEL-BB spends less time-cost than BARINEL.
2) SPACE COMPLEXITY
Given a program with M components, IGADER's probabilistic reasoning is slightly more expensive because for a give diagnosis candidate d k it stores the number of times a combination of faulty components in d k is observed in passed runs (2 |d k | −1) and in failed runs (2 |d k | −1)). Thus, IGADER's space complexity of probabilistic reasoning is estimated to be O(2 C * M ), where C is the number of faults. Besides, STAC-CATO algorithm of IGADER needs excessive space to calculate candidates. Such space complexity is dependent on the component number M , usually resulting in exponential growth with the number of candidates. To avoid the space explosion problem, STACCATO uses a constant |D| to extract only the significant set of diagnosis candidates with an ultralow-cost heuristic algorithm. Such constant |D| is determined by the scale of components (such as the size of M). Finally, the space complexity of STACCATO is O(2 |D| ). BARINEL and BARINEL-BBs' space complexity is also similar to IGADER, but more complex than IGADER because that the number of components of IGADER is less than BARINEL and BARINEL-BB.
E. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Although this empirical study provides evidence of potential usefulness of dealing with the uncertain problems in both single-fault and multiple-fault programs, there are two main threats to the validity of the empirical results that should be considered in their interpretation.
One threat to the external validity is the way multiple-fault versions are built. When combining faults, we assume an ormodel. So, the interference between faults (faults can mask other faults is ignored, and any fault is limited to be perform at least once. That is to say, some multi-fault versions used in our experiments exit fault masking, some may not. The proportion of multi-fault versions with fault masking will be related to the accuracy of our experimental results.
Threats to the other external validity occur when using only small to medium-sized C programs. Although, we believe the results will be identical, we cannot claim that the results generalize (large-sized programs, other programming languages).
VIII. RELATED WORK
As mentioned in the introduction, automatic software fault diagnosis techniques can be grouped into statistical approaches and reasoning approaches that use program models.
Model-based software debugging (MBSD) is an application of model-based diagnosis technique to locate errors in programs. MBSD was first introduced by Console et.al. [19] with the goal of identifying incorrect clauses in logic programs. Several program models have been proposed, ranging from purely dependency-based models [20] to value-based models [21] , and to abstraction-based models [22] , [23] . While value-based and abstraction-based conformance checking is more precise than dependency-based approximation, the models are computationally more expensive. Consequently, they are only applicable for small programs (up to a few hundred statement lines). On the basis of these works, some researchers have developed probabilistic reasoning on dependency-based models, such as PPDG [11] , EFG [24] , Dispute Graph [25] , WSDG [26] , Markov Chain [13] , [27] , Graph Mining [28] , [29] , State Probabilistic Dependency Graph [30] etc.. Unlike their works, our IGADER focuses on the uncertainty of multi-fault programs and combines probabilistic graph model and probabilistic reasoning to make software fault diagnosis. Close to IGADER, BARINEL [16] is the first MBSD framework that handled multiple-fault programs by applying Reiter's theory of diagnosis [17] . BARINEL makes use of execution behavior at the statement level, which does not rely on the approximations required by static techniques (i.e., incompleteness). But this model can be degraded by complicated fault propagation through program variables with structural relevance. Moreover, Perez et al. [31] developed a dynamic code coverage (DCC) that uses a coarser granularity of instrumentation, and starts with a lightweight, coarse instrumentation of the program, and iteratively narrows the search space (by increasing the instrumentation detail in a subset of components) to compute the suspicious diagnostic candidates. Yu et al. [32] proposed a novel probabilistic graphical model called Bayesian Network based Program Dependence Graph (BNPDG) that has the excellent inference capability for reasoning across nonadjacent nodes. Unlike BARINEL, DCC and BNPDG focusing on the coverage information of statement, classes, or methods to build program model, the present IG model considers the control and data block dependences fired by failed test cases. By doing this we cannot only resolve the inherent exponential complexity problem with the increasing program size and the fault propagation of programs, but also alleviate the disadvantages of the mutable uncertainty (such as similar coverage information, fault propagation and fault masking) caused by multiple faults.
Other work studied in the context of multiple-fault is Zheng et al. [33] , which are motivated by the obvious advantages of parallel debugging with respect to development time reduction. They use clustering techniques to identify traces that refer to the same fault, after which a single-fault technique is applied to each cluster of rows. While in the clustering approach there is a possibility that multiple developers will still be effectively fixing the same bug. As their parallel debugging approach has only been evaluated in restricted empirical context, our results, e.g., for the Siemens programs, cannot yet be compared. Some other multi-fault diagnosis techniques like [34] - [38] .
Statistical approaches are very attractive from complexitypoint of view. Well-known examples are the Tarantula [1] , CP [39] , and the Ochiai coefficient [40] . Although differing in the way they derive the statistical fault ranking, all techniques are based on measuring program spectra. The other statistical approaches with the program spectrum of statements are Nearest Neighbor Queries (NNQ) [41] , Wong3 [42] , Crosstab [43] , and other like [27] , [44] , [45] . The ones with the program spectrum of predicates are Collaborative Bug Isolation (CBI) [46] , DES (Debugging through Evaluation Sequences) [47] , PBSFL [48] , [49] etc...
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Aiming at multi-fault software diagnosis, we present IGADER that features IG model and the logical and probabilistic reasoning algorithm. Such IG model is built with the infection connections among control block-dependencies and data block-dependencies obtained by running a program against failed test case. A heuristic minimal hitting algorithm and Bayesian theory are also introduced to establish a more reasonable ranking of the diagnosis candidates. We have compared the performance of IGADER with that of BARINEL, Tarantula and Ochiai, both in single-fault case and multifault case with Siemens benchmark and larger programs (e.g. space and grep). The performance evaluation in singlefault and multi-fault programs shows that IGADER is more accuracy than others. The time complexity in comparison of IGADER and BARINEL shows that IG can alleviate the case that the time increases exponentially as the program size increases.
Since the high-quality diagnosis report in multi-fault case is mainly dependent on the execution information of failed test case, one critical part of multi-fault diagnosis is the choice of test suite for testing programs. In multi-fault context of some faulty programs, we find that it is hard to guarantee that any faulty statement would be executed at least once with small size test suite. Thus, we use larger test suites (used for many previous studies) to generate good coverage of program behaviors in our experiments. As mentioned in section D of section VII, there may exit some criteria of selecting and organizing test cases to reduce the cost of data collection of IGADER. At present, we are engaging our research in finding a general criterion of selecting appropriate (as fewer as possible) test cases to improve the IGADER's efficiency for multi-fault software diagnosis.
